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Usb Audio For Mac

And you can take the M2 anywhere, thanks to its ultra-compact, bus-powered design.. While there is a staggering number of options available that employ a variety of protocols, including various iterations of USB and Thunderbolt plus FireWire (remember FireWire) this list focuses solely on USB audio interfaces..
Its two mic preamps include a switchable Air mode that models Focusrites legendary ISA console transformers.. And its low-latency performance and great-sounding mic pres make recording a snap.. You also get two independent headphone outputs; front-panel Mute and Mono buttons; and balanced, DC-coupled
line outputs.. This audio interface also accommodates instruments and line-level sources A free, 3-month Splice Sounds subscription sweetens the pot further.. ) And why is that Simply put, USB audio interfaces are among the most common in use today.

Youll also appreciate the M2s full-color LCD screen, which provides you with convenient front-panel metering.. So, here are Sweetwaters choices for the 15 best USB audio interfaces Compatible with both Mac and PC, this 3rd-generation, 2-in2-out interface boasts high-performance, 24-bit192kHz converters for
top-notch sound and impressively low latency.. Its a universal standard, and every modern computer has at least one USB port, so USB audio interfaces boast the widest compatibility with Mac, PC, and iOS devices.. This 18-in18-out, MacPC-compatible USB-C audio interface delivers 24-bit192kHz sound quality
and includes eight of PreSonuss highly regarded XMAX preamps that run on 30-volt power rails for amazing sound and maximum headroom.. Usb Audio Software And OverThe AudioBox USB 96 is bus powered for maximum portability and includes PreSonuss Studio One Artist DAW software and over 6GB of
third-party content.. MIDI IO; SPDIF IO; a BNC word-clock output; and flexible, zero-latency, DSP-based monitor mixing are also included.. A lightpipe port for eight channels of ADAT IO supplies ample room for expansion.. Direct Monitor circuitry ensures ultra-low latency, and virtual loopback makes
podcasting, live streaming, and sampling a piece of cake.
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Compatible with Mac and PC alike, the AIR 19214 boasts four low-noise Crystal microphone preamps, pristine 24-bit192kHz ADDA conversion, and low round-trip latency, so you know your projects will sound great.. In addition to Studio One Artist, the Studio 1824c includes an excellent suite of top-tier plug-
ins.. Compatible with both Mac and PC, this 2-in2-out USB 2 0 interface records at up to 24-bit96kHz, includes two preamps with combo inputs and phantom power, and an internal analog mixer that blends your direct input with your playback signal for low-latency monitoring.. Like the 2i2, the 18i20 includes an
amazing software package and works with both Mac and PC.. MIDI IO and a USBDirect knob for mixing and live monitoring round out the AIR 19214s impressive feature set.. Usb Audio Software And OverClick here to read our current list of bests that includes all types of interfaces.. You also get two 14-inch
line inputs for keyboards and line-level sources, plus two hi-Z instrument inputs for guitar and bass.
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